Definitions of Journal on the Web:
diary: a daily written record of (usually personal) experiences and observations
a periodical dedicated to a particular subject; "he reads the medical journals"
daybook: a ledger in which transactions have been recorded as they occurred
a record book as a physical object
the part of the axle contained by a bearing
wordnet.princeton.edu/perl/webwn
A journal (through French from late Latin diurnalis, daily) has several related meanings:* a daily
record of events or business; a private journal is usually referred to as a diary. ...
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Journal
In computer storage, a journal is a chronological record of data processing operations that may be
used to construct or reinstate a historical or alternative version of a computer file.
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Journal (computing)
In mechanical engineering, a journal is the section of a rotating shaft (such as an axle, driveshaft,
or spindle) that contacts and turns in a bearing. ...
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Journal (mechanical device)
A newspaper or periodical. Particularly a periodical issued by a society or institution and
containing news, proceedings, transactions and reports of work carried out in a particular field.
See also MAGAZINE and SERIAL.
libweb.hawaii.edu/uhmlib/collection/glossary.html
A publication which has scholarly information, usually written by professors, researchers, or
experts in a subject area. See Magazine.
library.fandm.edu/glossary.html
a periodical publication in which researchers report the results of their work to their peer
community; compare with magazine. ...
www.amberton.edu/VL_terms.htm
a periodical collection of articles or other material such as reports, proceedings, or transactions
issued by a society, an organization, or an institution. See Magazine.
www.uakron.edu/library/instruction/glossary.htm
In accounting, the record of original entry where financial transactions are initially recorded. In a
double-entry accounting system, all transactions are listed in chronological order with added
notation of the accounts to which they belong.
www.smallbusinessdictionary.com/
Although the terms periodical, journal, serial and magazine have slightly different definitions, you
will likely hear them used interchangeably. These are works that come out on a regular basis
(weekly, monthly, annually) and contain articles written by various authors.
elinks.ecc.edu/library/STAFFINF/glossary.html
A magazine which is usually considered more scholarly than a popular magazine. Journal articles
usually contain footnotes and/or bibliographical references. See also SERIAL.
lib.colostate.edu/howto/gloss.html

A periodical presenting articles on a particular subject. Many journal articles are indexed in a
periodical index.
www.tru.ca/library/guides/glossary.html
The edited record of all the proceedings on the floors of both houses, published after each
legislative session.
www.leg.state.or.us/glossary.html
in accounting transactions, is where transactions are recorded as they occur.
www.ventureline.com/glossary_J.asp
A scholarly or academic periodical, often published by an organization or society, collecting the
articles written about a subject by and for researchers/academics in a field. Journals specialize in
specific fields of study. Some journals are described as peer-reviewed.
academic.evergreen.edu/curricular/stilllooking/reference/glossary.htm
A publication containing scholarly articles written by experts on current research in a particular
field. Articles are often accompanied by an abstract and bibliography.
www.peabody.jhu.edu/1437
Publication that is issued at least twice a year and contains articles written by many different
authors.
www.sunysb.edu/library/tutorial/glossary/index.html
The official record of the proceedings of the House and Senate.
www.purepolitics.com/edu/mrsmith/puregloss.htm
a periodical containing scholarly articles written by authorities or experts in a given field of study.
Scholarly journal articles usually have a bibliography or list of references at the end.
www.lib.jmu.edu/gold/documents/glossary.doc
A periodical on a specialized topic. Journals are often published by a professional association,
society, foundation, or institute. ...
library.rcc.edu/riverside/glossaryoflibraryterms.htm
A periodical that is scholarly or academic in content and purpose. Examples: Journal of
Architectural Education or American Anthropologist. Compare with magazine.
www.wit.edu/library/Orientation/glossary.html
A periodical containing scholarly articles on a particular subject, such as many professional
publications; or a synonym for newspaper and often used as part of a newspaper's title.
library.queensu.ca/webisi/survivalguide/glossary.html
A periodical on a single topic published by an academic or association press. It will contain
original research. A journal is more scholarly than a magazine you would buy in a grocery store or
a newsstand. Journal articles are signed by the author(s) and include a bibliography.
www.library.okstate.edu/infolit/glossary.htm
A periodical publication devoted to a specific subject or area of study and dedicated to the
dissemination of original research and commentary on current developments within that field.
They are usually published in quarterly, bi-monthly or monthly issues and sold by subscription. ...
booleweb.ucc.ie/info/services/glossary.htm

“A periodical that contains scholarly information or current information on research and
development whose intended audience includes scholars, practitioners, and experts in the subject
field covered by the publication.” (An Introduction to Information Research, Glossary, p. 144.)
regent.gospelcom.net/regentcareylibrary/resources/research_help/glossary.html
a periodical that publishes articles by scholars and researchers in the field. Journals are often
published by associations. Journal articles usually include bibliographies. Examples: African
Studies Quarterly, Chaucer Review, and Journal of Supercomputing.
library.duke.edu/services/instruction/libraryguide/glossary.html
More scholarly than magazines, journals print articles on academic subjects and are often by
professional groups or institutions.
library.albany.edu/usered/basics/libterm.html
The official chronological record of the proceedings in each house. The journal is the minutes of
the meeting. It is a publication printed daily. At the end of session, the journals are certified,
indexed and bound.
www.leginfo.ca.gov/glossary.html
Journal in which the article was published. One should use abbreviations as they appear in Index
Medicus
ccr.coriell.org/ccr/help/glossary.html
Source: www.google.com(define: Journal) dated 21-06-2008

